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Climate comfort.Visual translucence 

and superb ergonomics.



The perfect fit.

Fit: flowing outline, an overall image of calm, el-
egance and confidence. Encountering ayo is an 
aesthetic experience which means discovering 
something exciting: the double net mesh cre-
ates a three-dimensional body with volume. The 
interplay of solidity and translucence develops its 
graphical effect.

Suits: your body’s dimensions are the measure 
of all things for ayo. There is synchro-adjustment 
of seat depth and backrest height, which means 
that ayo can be perfectly adapted to your body 
size. And the synchro-mechanism, which is a new 
and ultra-sensitive development, ensures that the 
seat and back move in perfect relation to one  
another – dynamic seating at its best. You define 
the backrest pressure – at your convenience, with 
a few turns of the lateral hand-wheel.

Breathes: stale air in the office? Not with ayo. 
The seat foam and seat suspension are breathable, 
regulating temperature and moisture. The double 
covering of mesh at the back acts as an air cush-
ion. This ensures balancing of the inside and out-
side temperatures. Ayo, the climate comfort brand.

Design: arge2



Climate conference.
A cool seating climate 

for hot meetings.

It runs in the family: the double mesh cov-
ering is the ayo trademark. For the swivel 

chair just as much as the conference chair 
or the cantilever chair. So the pleasant  

sitting climate is not just widespread in 
the office, but in any other location where 

ayo tends to be used: at conferences, in 
meetings and in seminars.



Congenial. The perfect interplay of 

aesthetics and comfort.



Options.A wealth of detail.
Dynamic seating.
Synchro-tilt mechanism with perfect 
harmony of both the seat and back 
movement, which can be locked in seve-
ral positions. The seat tilts forward an 
additional 3° with a quick tension spring 
adjustment at the side.

Pinpointing your size.
The synchro-adjustment of backrest height 
and seat depth allows ayo to adapt 
perfectly to the individual body dimensions 
of the user.

Makes room for your arms. 
The width between the arms can 
be adjusted individually.

Infinite up and down adjustment. 
Infinitely adjustable seat height with a 
type-tested gas spring with depth 
suspension.

Conference chair
Polished or powder-coated die-cast aluminium five-star swivel 
base. Black plastic glides. Swivel column with auto-return 
mechanism, chrome plated, no height adjustment. Steel frame 
seatshell design, double-covered with black mesh, seat section 
in opaque knit. Seat suspension with elastic covering. Black 
plastic arms, not adjustable.

Cantilever chair
Powder-coated precision tubular steel frame, plastic glides. 
Steel frame seatshell design, double-covered with black 
mesh, seat section in opaque knit. Seat suspension with elastic  
covering. Black plastic arms, non adjustable.

Models

Swivel chairs
Die-cast aluminium five-star swivel base, polished or powder-
coated. 60 mm Ø brake dual castors with hard-running surface 
for soft floors or soft-running surface for hard floors. Chrome-
plated gas spring, type-tested to DIN 4550. Black plastic 
operating elements. Seat suspension with elastic covering, 
underside of seat covered with black webbing. Steel frame 
backrest design, double-covered with black mesh (trevira CS, 
100% polyester, B1). Black plastic multifunctional arms, rotat-
able, adjustable in height, width and depth, with soft arm pads 
and polished aluminium supports. 

Functions:
Synchro-mechanism that can be fixed in several positions. 
Quick tension spring adjustment from 45 to 120 kg in only 
three turns of the lateral hand-wheel.
Synchro-adjustment of seat depth and backrest height  
(infinitely adjustable with gas spring support) for perfect  
adjustment to body size.
Infinitely adjustable seat height with gas spring type-tested to 
DIN 4550 and depth suspension.

ayo  

Swivel chair Swivel chair with multifunctional arms High-backed swivel chair High-backed swivel chair with multifunctional arms 

5500-101
Upholstered seat, black mesh 
backrest
H 925 – 1095
SH 400 – 510
W 670 / D 670

5501-101
Upholstered seat, 
black mesh backrest
H 925 – 1095
SH 400 – 510
W 670 / D 670

5510-101
Upholstered seat, 
black mesh backrest
H 1035 – 1205
SH 400 – 510
W 670 / D 670

5511-101
Upholstered seat, 
black mesh backrest
H 1035 – 1205
SH 400 – 510
W 670 / D 670

Conference chair Conference chair with arms Cantilever chair Cantilever chair with arms

6210-105
Black mesh seat and back
H 920 / SH 490
W 550 / D 550

6211-105
Black mesh seat and back
H 920 / SH 490
ArmH 690
W 560 / D 550

6215-105
Black mesh seat and back
H 922 / SH 480
W 500 / D 555

6216-105
Black mesh seat and back
H 922 / SH 480
ArmH 685
W 962 / D 555
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Adjustable in three 
dimensions.
The height and depth of the 
multifunctional arms are 
adjustable, the gel-cushioned 
pad can also be rotated.

H = Height, SH = seat height, ArmH = arm height, W = width, D = depth
Dimensions in mm

Climate comfort seat. 
Double mesh covering, perforated 
seat foam and elastic suspension 
are breathable and work to 
regulate temperature and moisture.
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Recommended.

www.wiesner-hager.com 

pulse
Understatement is the new importance.

veron
The emotional response to pure practicality.

n.f.t.
Ingeniously simple. Simply ingenious.

folding table
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Certified acc. to:
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001


